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Enjoy a taverna meal under the stars. You can experience this pleasure anywhere in Greece, of
courseâ€”maybe on an island with the sea in view, or in the countryside, with the scent of pine in the air, or
even in busy, noisy Athens. The food is usually simple but fresh and delicious, the pace is almost always
easygoing, and the spectacle of life buzzing around you is endlessly entertaining, like being in the theater.
Give yourself time to sit and watch the fishing boats come and go. If you visit Greece in the spring, take the
time to smell the flowers; the fields are covered with poppies, daisies, and other blooms. Island-Hopping in the
Cyclades: Succumb to the simple charms of Mykonos: For all its glitz and glamour, worldly Mykonos shows
off its best side in Hora, where wooden balconies hang from square white houses, outdoor staircases are lined
with pots of geraniums, and oleander and hibiscus scent the air. Though the Cyclades are bound by
unmistakable family resemblance, each island has a unique personality. Distances between islands are small,
making travel by ferry logistically straightforward at least in principle. Whether you are traveling in the off
season, when you do not need hotel reservations, or in high season, when hotel reservations are a must, we
suggest that you prepare to be flexibleâ€”which is a tactful way of preparing you for the unexpected in island
boat schedules! Gaze at the Acropolis, Athens: The best approach is to let the sight take you unawaresâ€”let it
catch you by surprise as you look up from a narrow side street or traffic-choked square. In fact, the more
mundane the surroundings from which you catch a glimpse of the timeless pediments and columns, the more
remarkable this ancient wonder seems. One prime spot is the Grand Promenade; even Athenians get a thrill
every time they follow this walkway around the base of the Acropolis Hill past some of the greatest
monuments of antiquity. Think of the experience as time travel. Get into the rhythms of Lalaria Beach,
Skiathos: Then you slowly become accustomed to the murmurous rumble of white marble stones rolling back
and forth in the surf, amplified by sea cliffs dappled by the play of sun and turquoise water. Descend onto the
Lasithi Plateau, Crete: First the road climbs and climbs; then suddenly you reach the summit of the pass, and
at your feet, spreads a high haven of orchards and fields, studded with windmills and protected by a tidy ring
of mountains. Catch your first glimpse of Skyros Town, Skyros: This hilltop hora appears to defy gravityâ€”at
first sight, the white houses clinging to a rocky mount high above the coastal plain look like a mirage. Make
the ascent to the upper town, where a walk along the steep, narrow lanes only heightens the illusion. Leaving
the Beaten Path: Leave the main routes and major attractions behind, and make your own discoveries of
landscape, villages, or activities. For instance, seek out a church or monastery such as Moni Ayios Nikolaos
outside Metsovoâ€”you may be rewarded by a moving encounter with the church and its caretaker. When you
visit the Cycladic Islands, consider a base on Tinos or Siros. Both are popular with Greeks but attract hardly
any foreigners. There is a Greece beyond the columns and cafesâ€”a land of rugged terrain and wildflowers
and birds and other natural phenomena. Get up a little earlier than usual to see the sun rise preferably from the
Aegean, illuminating the islands. Then watch it sink over the mountains anywhere in Greece, but try not to
miss the sunsets that change the Ionian Sea from the deepest blue to a fiery red. This information was accurate
when it was published, but can change without notice. Please be sure to confirm all rates and details directly
with the companies in question before planning your trip.
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The scene used to be in Makrigianni and Kolonaki, and the legendary gay bars and clubs of the past remain
and are still popular but Gazi has taken over, with the hippest gay or gay-friendly scene. The weekly
publications Athinorama and Time Out often list gay bars, discos, and special events in the nightlife section.
You can also look for the Greek publication Deon Magazine tel. Gay Travel Greece, at Syngrou Ave. Gay and
lesbian travelers will not encounter difficulties at any Athenian hotel, but one with a largely gay and lesbian
clientele is room Hotel Rio Athens tel. The popular Alexander Sauna has nice, clean apartments for rent above
the bathhouse at affordable prices at Alexander Apartments, Megalou Alexandrou and Iera Odos, Gazi tel.
Also remember that Athens Pride www. Bear Code Club, 8 Konstantinoupoleos, Gazi tel. Blue Train, 84
Konstantinoupoleos, Gazi tel. The friendly scene here is a great place to begin the evening, preferably at a
sidewalk table, where you can watch the trains and the boys go by, except on Fridays when the night belongs
to the girls. Group Therapy, 11 Lepenioutou, Psirri tel. Fou Club, 8 Keleou, Gazi tel. Kazarma, first floor, 84
Konstantinoupoleos, Gazi tel. During summer, the fun moves to the terrace El Cielo. Lamda Reloaded, 15
Lembessi and 9 Syngrou, Makrigianni tel. The energy on the ground floor is mostly laid back, while things in
the basement get far rowdier. Mayo, 33 Persefonis, Gazi tel. Micraasia, 70 Konstantinopoleos, Gazi tel. Red
lighting, colored tiles, chaises, and belly dancers all contribute to making this an atmospheric venue mostly for
girls. There is also seating on its "secret" rooftop. My Bar, 6 Kakourgiodikiou, Monastiraki tel. The girls have
made Noiz, 41 Evmolpidon and Konstantinoupoleos, Gazi tel. With its good music and dynamic scene, Noiz
offers the ultimate lesbian party. Sodade, 10 Triptopolemou, Gazi tel. Monday is karaoke night, Thursday is
Greek night. Myrovolos, 12 Giatrakou, Metaxourgeio tel. It then becomes a very good restaurant before
morphing into a busy bar for girls who love other girls, and their friends. Everybody loves the cafe
Wunderbar, 80 Themistokleous, Exarchia tel. The popular restaurants Mamacas and Prosopa are both
mainstream but very gay friendly. Beach Not a typical beach, as there is no sand, Limanakia B is a series of
beautiful rocky coves. Limanakia B is more forlorn and has no such features. Take the tram to Plateia
Glyfadas then bus no. E22 to Limanakia third stop , follow the steep trail down to the water and claim your
own rock. The water is beautiful, and so are some of the visitors. Nudity and public sex are common,
especially late in the day when men get to know each other in private caves. Victoria , caters mostly to a Greek
gay and lesbian clientele with many Greek and international works of gay literature, there is enough here for
non-Greek readers to browse through, such as DVDs, calendars, gay foreign press, gay guides to Greece, and
many other goodies. This information was accurate when it was published, but can change without notice.
Please be sure to confirm all rates and details directly with the companies in question before planning your
trip.
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Venizelos is a large, modern facility, with ample restrooms, interesting shops, and acceptable restaurants, but
it is a serious slog from Athens; you no longer have the option of heading back into the city for a few extra
hours of sightseeing if your flight is delayed, as visitors once did from the old airport. Also, an Info-Point is
available with excellent city brochures and guides, plus digital iPads and flatscreen tours of the city. In
addition, you may deplane down a steep flight of stairs onto the tarmac, where a bus will take you to the
terminal. When planning what carry-on luggage to bring, remember that it can be quite a trek from your
arrival point to the baggage claim area and Customs hall. The baggage claim area has ATMs, telephones,
restrooms, and luggage carts. You can also use one of several free telephones in the baggage claim area to call
for a porter. If your suitcases do not greet you in the baggage claim area, proceed to a "baggage tracing" desk.
Signs in the baggage claim area indicate which route to use for Customs. If you are being met, you may want
to rendezvous at the clearly marked Meeting Point across from the Greek National Tourism Organization desk
between exits 2 and 3 in the main terminal Arrivals Hall. Exits from the main terminal are signposted for taxi
and bus connections into Athens. Many taxis refuse to go to the airport, fearing that they will have a long wait
before they get a return fare. Allow a minimum of an hour for the ride plus 2 hours for check-in for an
international flight. Or, you can hop on Metro line 3 at Syntagma or Monastiraki, or take line 1 at Monastiraki
and switch at Nerantziotissa for the suburban railroad. For information on bus service to the airport from
Syntagma, Ethniki Amyna, and Piraeus, see above under "Arrivals. The flight information screens should
indicate where you check in and what departure gate to go to. Make sure that the information on your boarding
pass agrees with the information on the flight information screen. There have been frequent complaints that
adequate information on arrivals, departures, cancellations, delays, and gate changes is not always posted.
Nonetheless, it is important to check these screens and ask at the information desks, as there are no flight
announcements. Last-minute changes in your departure gate are not unknown; arrive at your gate as early as
possible. Your best chance of finding out about a change is at the original gate. This is much less than most
international weight allowances from the U. At present, many charter flights use the satellite terminal. Airport
Facilities -- The airport has about 35 shops, ranging from chic boutiques to Travel Value to duty-free shops.
There are 10 restaurants and cafes, including a food village with seven food "hubs" in the main departure
lounge. As with airports around the world, both food and goods are overpriced, although the prices of books,
newspapers, and magazines are reasonable. Duty-free shops have different regulations for Intra-Schengen and
Extra-Schengen passengers. If you are flying from Athens to a country outside the EEC, you may find it
worthwhile to check out the duty-free prices on perfumes and spirits. Hertz, Avis, and Alamo rental cars are
available at the airport. Much of the long-term parking is a serious walk from the main terminal. If you have
the proper change unlikely , you can use a machine to pay for your ticket; otherwise, join the queue at the
payment booth. Useful telephone numbers at Athens International Airport include: Taking the Metro from the
airport to Piraeus 1 hr. Hydrofoils for other islands leave from Marina Zea, a vigorous half-hour walk from the
Main Harbor. The bus usually leaves passengers in Karaiskaki Square, several blocks from the harbor. The
official daily schedule is as follows: Every 20 minutes from 5am to 7pm; every 30 minutes from 7pm to 8:
Airline Offices -- Some international carriers still have ticket offices in or near Syntagma Square, but many
have moved to other areas in the city. Air Canada is at 10 Ziridi, Marousi tel. American Airlines is at 15
Panepistimiou tel. Delta Air Lines is at 4 Othonos tel. Lufthansa Airlines is at 10 Ziridi, Marousi tel. Qantas
Airways inquiries are handled by British Airways tel. Turkish Airlines is at 19 Filellinon tel. It is unwise -even foolhardy -- to allow anything less than 24 hours between your return to Piraeus by island boat and your
departure by air, as rough seas can significantly delay the trip. By Car If you arrive by car from Corinth to the
southwest , the signs into Athens will direct you fairly clearly to Omonia Square, which you will enter from
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the west along Ayiou Konstantinou. In Omonia, signs should direct you on toward Syntagma Square and other
points in central Athens signs in Omonia disappear mysteriously. If you arrive from Thessaloniki to the north ,
the signs pointing you into central Athens are few and far between. It is not a good idea to attempt this for the
first time after dark. If this happens, your best bet is to look for the Acropolis and head toward it until you pick
up signs for Omonia or Syntagma squares. By Bus Before you start out on any bus trip, check with the tourist
police tel. As the Metro continues to open new stations, bus routes and fares are always changing. If possible,
get someone to write down the name and address of your bus station in Greek; this will be a great help when
you take a taxi or bus. Keep in mind that many buses run both with and without a "0" prefix and 24, for
example. There are two main stations for KTEL www. Terminal A, Kifissou tel. It leaves from the corner of
Zinonos and Menandrou, several blocks off Omonia Square; you can catch the same bus at the terminal for the
trip into town. The GNTO, for reasons known best to itself, lists the address for Terminal B as Liossion; this is
where the bus for the terminal stops. To get to the terminal itself after you get off the bus, turn right onto
Yousiou and you will see the terminal at the end of the street. If you take this bus, tell the driver you want to
get off at the bus terminal and then head right to Yousiou to reach the terminal. The Mavromateon terminal at
Patission and Alexandras, a few hundred meters north of the Archaeological Museum, handles buses for most
destinations in Attica. By Train Trains from the south and west, including Eurail www. Trains from the north
arrive at Larissa station Stathmos Larissis; tel. The Larissa station has both an exchange office daily 8am To
get to the train stations, you can take the Metro to Larissa line 2 , close to both stations. The most central place
to catch the Metro is the stop in front of the Parliament building on Syntagma Square. You can purchase train
tickets just before your journey at the train station running the risk that all seats may be sold ; at the Omonia
Square ticket office, 1 Karolou tel. Information in theory in English on timetables is available by dialing tel.
The subway runs from about 5am to midnight and costs 1. The far slower bus no. You may prefer to take a
taxi to avoid what can be a long hike from your boat to the bus stop or subway terminal. Be prepared for
serious bargaining. Even our Greek friends admit that getting a taxi from Zea Marina into Athens can involve
a wait of an hour or more -- and that drivers usually drive hard and exorbitant bargains. To avoid both the wait
and big fare, you can walk up the hill from the hydrofoil station and catch bus no. You must buy a ticket at the
small stand near the bus stop or at a newsstand before boarding the bus. If you arrive late at night, you may not
be able to do this, as both the newsstand and the ticket stand may be closed. Inquire about the bus to Athens; it
runs often and will take you within the hour to the Areos Park bus terminal, 29 Mavromateon, near the
junction of Leoforos Alexandras and Patission. From the bus terminal, there are buses to Rafina every
half-hour. The port of Lavrion tel. You can also get to the port by bus: Also, there is a bus that can transfer
you from the following Metro and suburban railway stations directly to the port: Pallini, Kantza, and Koropi.
This information was accurate when it was published, but can change without notice. Please be sure to confirm
all rates and details directly with the companies in question before planning your trip.
Chapter 4 : Frommer's Favorite Experiences in Greece | Frommer's
Exploring what to see and do in Athens, GA can be overwhelming, but Frommer's has the definitive guide on the internet
for things to do.

Chapter 5 : Frommer's Athens Day by Day | My Beautiful Cities
Nan kho da nawi attan ogoro di yo pashtoon aw yonani girls (greece girls) From Athens.

Chapter 6 : Frommerâ€™s Athens & the Greek Islands
Here's a guide to planning a trip in Athens - everything you need to know.
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Chapter 7 : Planning a Trip in Athens | Frommer's
If you're visiting Athens and want to learn about the best places to eat, our restaurant guide is perfect for any budget.

Chapter 8 : Getting There in Athens | Frommer's
Frommer's writers personally inspect the best hotels in Athens. Our online reviews tell you all the best places to stay.

Chapter 9 : Frommer's one-week itinerary - Greece Forum - TripAdvisor
Piraeus, the main harbor of Athens's main seaport, 11km (7 miles) southwest of central Athens, is a minute Metro ride
from Monastiraki, Omonia, and Thissio Metro stations. The subway runs from about 5am to midnight and costs â‚¬.
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